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Where Went the Beggar Lady 

By Edward M. Bury 

 

 

The path he preferred to take from the Washington Blue Line to the office tower where 

he worked included a walk down an alley that legend had it was haunted by ghosts, 

victims of a deadly fire in the grand theater palace housed in a building fronting 

Randolph Street. But he never saw a ghost during all the years he took the route. In fact, 

he rarely saw anyone walk down the alley. The theater was renovated decades ago to 

accommodate modern big-budget musicals, the alley floor was rebuilt with cobblestone, 

and twentieth century theatrical productions were promoted in posters framed on walls 

lining the thoroughfare. Old fashioned metal fire escapes were visible, completing all that 

defined this decidedly urban passageway in the heart of an American city. In the early 

light hours of the day, ribbons of sunlight would appear on the cobblestone for a few 

fleeting minutes. 

 

Theater workers, most looking older than their years, would sit outside the stage door, 

taking cigarette breaks, drinking coffee and playing hacky sack, that game where 

participants try to keep a small object aloft by kicking it from person to person.  But most 

mornings he had the alley to himself when making the rendezvous from the public 

conveyance he and thousands of others used to get from home to job and back to home 

again. He liked the solitary aspect of this two hundred or so feet of downtown Chicago 
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during the minute-plus it took to walk from the somewhat modest streetscape of 

Dearborn Street to the bigness and brashness of State Street. 

 

And, he looked forward to his encounter with the beggar lady, who seemingly, always 

was there. Always dressed in rags and always somehow regal in her own way, her daily 

presence at the edge of the alley that led from one downtown street to another helped start 

and give meaning to his workday.  

 

In Chicago weather inclement and pleasant, she sat, back against the still handsome 

century-old building, her dark eyes focused on the sidewalk until someone would drop a 

coin or bill into her cup. Then, she would raise her head, displaying a pristine ebony 

complexion that belied her time on earth, and slowly and deliberately respond with a 

profound and sincere “Thank you.” The beggar lady spoke in a voice just louder than a 

whisper, but it was a voice that resonated to his core and stayed with him long through 

the sometimes stressful, sometimes fulfilling professional position that began eight floors 

above North Michigan Avenue and ended when he gave all he could ten or more hours 

later. 

 

To him, the simple exchange of street commerce – a quarter or two from his pocket, a 

brief acknowledgement, a belief that someone in need was helped and recognized – 

embraced truth and honesty and compassion. This encounter proved to be a marked 

difference from many of the people and the overall cultural climate inherent in his 

workplace, and often punctuated with just the opposite.   
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He never saw the beggar lady employ the metal crutch stationed next to her, upright like 

a permanent fixture against the brown brick facade; in fact, he never saw her walk.  He 

didn’t know her name, where she lived, or how she arrived at her self-proclaimed station 

just off the alley. Yet, she always was there, seemingly, season after season. At least she 

used to always be there.  

 

One early spring day, as he walked quickly across Dearborn, pair of quarters in hand, the 

beggar lady was not at her customary position. “I guess she decided to take the day off,” 

he joked to himself. “Everybody needs a break from it all once in a while. I hope she’s 

not sick.” He stood for a moment, scanned the block, then walked to the McDonald’s just 

down the street. Perhaps the beggar lady was having coffee? But, no. Just the expected 

cadre of people young and old, all seeking the sameness and comfort of fast food, were 

visible through the large window. 

 

“I bet she’ll be back there tomorrow,” he reasoned, walking briskly north, then east down 

the alley. His destination was just five blocks away, and it led him past both bold modern 

and still powerful historic towers and across the river that engineers made unnatural by 

reversing its flow more than a century ago as a way to prevent sewage from further 

polluting Lake Michigan, the city’s source of drinking water. Spanning the Michigan 

Avenue Bridge, he sometimes would stop to reflect on how vital the river was to 

Chicago’s past and future; he reasoned that its new man-made course was part of the 

city’s evolution, was a factor in its inevitable destiny as a city undaunted by a challenge 

standing in the way of its future.  
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From in his modest office, the high rise perspective of Chicago’s famous and formidable 

retail corridor often provided a level of respite on those challenging days when holding 

the position of vice president within the regional office of a national public relations firm 

could prove a combination of satisfaction and accomplishment tempered by 

disillusionment and frustration. He could see throngs of people – visitors and shoppers, 

office and retail workers, buskers performing Andean folk music, cops and city work 

crews – through the window, an evocative kaleidoscope of urban activity ever changing, 

ever fascinating. The sounds from the prevalent parade of cars, delivery trucks, buses, 

motorcycles and scooters became muffled by the time they reached his floor, yet he 

somehow could discern the difference. And, if he pressed closely to the window and 

looked to the east toward the lake, on a clear day he could enjoy a fleeting view of a tour 

boat or water taxi cruising the Chicago River. Rarely did he pull the curtains closed, 

preferring to encourage the sights and sounds and dynamism of the city’s culture and 

commerce to share his workspace. 

 

Arriving shortly after 7 a.m., he swiped the door card reader, strolled into the lobby and 

found the agency office was still dark and somewhat serene, the anticipated and 

controlled hubbub yet to materialize. “Perfect,” he thought. “I can make a cappuccino, 

breeze through my emails, check Hootsuite for updates on client activity, then continue 

uninterrupted on refining the tactics for the Horizon strat communications plan.” His goal 

was to complete these tasks before the 10 a.m. senior staff meeting; later that day he 

hoped to present the complete plan for internal review before sending on to the client. 

With two decades of experience on the agency side, his expertise was real estate, and he 
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led a team of four that represented national accounts in primary and secondary markets, 

as well as within metropolitan Chicago. The spectrum of the real estate industry – its 

scope, its diversity, its value and impact on society, its interrelatedness to people and 

business – fascinated him. He kept current on the Chicago market, both commercial and 

residential, by reading business articles, industry reports and blogs; he subscribed to 

podcasts and even completed a few evening courses on brokerage and property 

management. He believed he earned his position and stature within the agency and 

industry through his commitment, passion, and proven strategic prowess.  

 

The mixed-use Horizon development was sure to be noteworthy in an already crowded 

and increasingly competitive downtown real estate market. Slated for the last remaining 

significant tract of undeveloped land in the West Loop, the project would bring the 

requisite temporary construction jobs and subsequent tax revenues to Chicago, and it also 

featured an architectural design destined to complement and enhance the existing urban 

fabric; plus, the development team proposed a high percentage of affordable housing 

units and on-site day care, desperately needed to offer stability and security to the 

working class. He was enthused and excited, looking forward to completing the 

communications framework that would help contribute to the development’s success. 

Properties like the Horizon were needed, he told his team members, because they helped 

bring about a true community, rather than just add to an already cluttered landscape in 

what once was part of the city’s shrinking meat packing and manufacturing district.  
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Having just finished his cappuccino, he looked up to see Chelsie Proctor in the doorway. 

The current managing director/SVP and a partner in the agency, Proctor took the lead 

position less than a year prior and was quick to make her presence known through what 

he maintained were often brash strategic, creative, and operational decisions bordering on 

bombast. A native of a small Indiana town, Proctor earned an MBA from Wharton and 

rose at a meteoric rate through three big agencies in the New York market before taking 

the helm of the Chicago office, a place he helped build into a respected strategic shop 

over the past twenty years. Tall and slender, she sported spiked red hair, wore sedate, 

usually neutral colored clothing, and seemingly squinted through double bridge clear 

plastic framed glasses. He did his best to insulate himself and the people he supervised 

from Proctor and the two account managers she hired after relocating from New York. 

Looking up, he expected Proctor to initiate a conversation; when she did not, he spoke. 

 

“Good morning,” he said. “Just finished my first cup, and just about finished 

incorporating the final group of tactics to the Horizon plan. Then I’ll finalize the budget, 

and we’ll be ready to present.”  

 

“Why is it always so bright in here?” Proctor asked, her eyes scanning the window 

behind his desk, brilliant morning sunlight piercing the office wall.   

 

“Well, around this time in the morning there’s a refection off the windows of the Wrigley 

Building.” 
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“Okay. The Horizon plan. Stop. Stop what you’re doing.” 

 

“What? Stop? Why? Emma and I spent hours conducting primary research on the state of 

the market; she found lots of good secondary sources. We’ve adhered to the strategies 

Horizon approved. I’m ready to present a sound plan!” 

 

“I know. But, like I just said, stop. We’re going to move to more of a hybrid account 

structure. Our business model has been far too rigidly siloed to adapt to the ways rapidly 

social media and socioeconomic factors can impact our account work. Clients expect 

more today.” 

 

“More of what?” 

 

“More diverse account management. The plan might need an overhaul. I’ll bring this up 

at ten.” 

 

“So, what should I do? Garrison Burton is expecting the plan this week.” 

 

“Deal with it.” As Proctor was about to leave, she said over her shoulder, “If I were you, 

I’d pull down the shades. It’s too damn bright in here.” 

 

Gathering his composure, he stared at his computer screen for what seemed to be a great 

length of time -- but actually was just a few minutes. Then he saved the updated version 
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of the Horizon plan, posted it on the agency DropBox account and exited Word. Staring 

out the window, he tried to conceive a reason to tell Burton, the senior vice president for 

marketing at Horizon and a long-time acquaintance, why the communications plan would 

be delayed. Finding no immediate answer, he logged off, rose, grabbed his jacket and 

briefcase and closed his office door, with a somewhat resounding effort.  

 

“Hey, I’m not feeling very good,” he told Hanna, the office administrator, on his way out. 

“I think I’m coming down with a cold. Or something. Tell Chelsie I won’t be at this 

morning’s meeting. I’ll keep my phone on if anyone needs me.” 

 

“You do look a little pale,” Hanna replied. “Perhaps a little fresh air and sunshine is what 

you need.” 

 

“Yeah, Hanna. That might be just what I need. Some simple cure to take on what’s got a 

hold of me.”  

 

When he exited the crowded Blue Line train the next morning, he still felt battered and 

betrayed. In one of the few times in his career, he questioned whether he belonged in the 

public relations agency environment. “Perhaps it’s time to make that transition,” he 

thought. “Perhaps opportunities in the corporate world. Or look into associations. Maybe 

the Realtors could use someone with my skills.”  
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Crossing Randolph onto Dearborn, he looked north toward the alley. But she was not 

there. The beggar lady failed to return for a second day.  

 

He stood passively near the spot she once occupied and put down his briefcase. Within 

his range of vision, a crowd boarded the Number 22 bus and people headed to jobs, to the 

nearby Daley Center courts, to any of the myriad buildings that comprised the Chicago 

Loop. But he didn’t see them, he didn’t absorb the normalness of that utterly normal 

morning. His eyes were focused on that solitary spot on the sidewalk – hard against the 

still handsome brick building.  

 

Seizing two quarters from his right pocket, he stacked them on the spot, turned south and 

headed back toward the Washington Blue Line station.  


